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Aortic arch geometry after aortic coarctation repair: Systematic
magnetic resonance study in a consecutive series of patients�
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h
lowing distribution of types: romanesque (n = 22; Figure 1),
gothic (n = 20; Figure 2) and crenel (n = 17; Figure 3), which is
similar to the distribution described for international series
reported in the literature.
Systemic hypertension at rest or during exercise persists in a
significant number of patients after early repair of coarcta-
tion of the aorta (CoA). Recoarctation explains only a small
percentage of these cases, and recent studies have sug-
gested intrinsic anomalies in aortic arch geometry (‘‘gothic
arch’’) as a possible cause, irrespective of whether the
repair was surgical or percutaneous.1,2

We retrospectively assessed all magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) studies in a consecutive series of patients fol-
lowed in our institution, analyzing the prevalence of the
various types of aortic arch geometry: gothic, romanesque
and crenel. All the studies were performed using a Signa
1.5T (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA). Anatomi-
cal types were classified by two physicians experienced in
MRI (>1500 exams between them), based on images acquired
using black blood, cine or angiographic techniques.

The type of aortic arch could be classified in 59 of the

77 consecutive patients with corrected CoA. Those with
recoarctation or other significant aortic arch abnormalities,
such as arch hypoplasia in the context of hypoplastic left
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Figure 1 Romanesque arch geometry.

ogia. Published by Elsevier España, S.L. All rights reserved.
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Figure 2 Gothic arch geometry.

Figure 3 Crenel geometry.
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A significant proportion of our series of patients with cor-
ected CoA had aortic arch geometry that predisposes to
ypertension at rest or during exercise. Besides screening for
natomical and physiological signs of recoarctation, mag-
etic resonance study after aortic coarctation repair should
lso assess aortic arch geometry, since this has a significant
mpact on the management and prognosis of these patients.
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